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Abstract

The analysis of short text documents has be-
come a vital and challenging task. Topic mod-
els are utilized to extract topics from a large
amount of text data. However, these topic mod-
els typically suffer from data sparsity problems
when applied to short texts because of relatively
lower word co-occurrence patterns. As a result,
they tend to provide repetitive or trivial top-
ics of poor quality. Therefore, we presented a
DistilBERTopic model to remove the sparsity
problem and discover quality topics more accu-
rately from short texts. DistilBERTopic model
utilized the pre-trained transformer-based lan-
guage models, reduced the dimensionality ef-
fect on embedding, clustered these embeddings,
and discovered the topics from short text docu-
ments. Experimental results demonstrate that
the DistilBERTopic model achieves better clas-
sification and topic coherence than other state-
of-the-art topic models for real-world datasets.

1 Introduction

Numerous Web applications, including online so-
cial networks, recommendation systems, and ques-
tion and answer systems, have recently grown in
popularity. User-generated content has prolifer-
ated, particularly the massive increase in short text
in various contexts like blogging, text messages,
or customer reviews. It has become a crucial and
difficult challenge in many applications to automat-
ically discover latent semantic topics from huge
amounts of short texts.

Considerable effort has been devoted to tack-
ling the issue of data sparsity in topic modeling for
short text documents. In prior work, for instance, a
method is developed for aggregation of a few spe-
cific sentences that recreate a lengthier pseudo doc-
ument by employing appropriate strategies like as
combining all text messages originating from a sin-
gle author (Hong and Davison, 2010a) or establish-
ing relation information between hashtags (Wang,

Liu, Qu, Huang, Chen, and Feng, 2014). In addi-
tion, some brief messages can contain contextual
information such as URL, location, or timestamp.
A large amount of the world’s textual data comes
from news sources and web portals, and all these
sources often include various descriptions (Ram-
age, Hall, Nallapati, and Manning, 2009). How-
ever, these strategies may fail in the absence of
contextual information (Naseem, Razzak, Khan,
and Prasad, 2021). Conventional topic modeling
techniques like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
(Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, and Harsh-
man, 1990), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA) (Hofmann, 1999), and Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (LDA) (Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2001) is
extensively employed for discovering the topics
from documents.

The formation of co-occurring word pairs across
the same document is explicitly modeled in the
biterm topic model (BTM) (Cheng, Yan, Lan, and
Guo, 2014). The technique avoids the sparsity issue
at the document level by aggregating the corpora
biterms into a big pseudo document from which
the topic distribution is inferred. However, the
method does not consider word order. LF-DMM
(Nguyen, Billingsley, Du, and Johnson, 2015) en-
riches Dirichlet Multinomial Mix with latent fea-
ture word representations by substituting the topics
term with a combination of a Dirichlet multinomial
and word embedding. In particular, (Weng, Lim,
Jiang, and He, 2010) combines all of the shorter
texts produced by that particular individual into
a trained model before applying a standard LDA
model. The two different aggregation strategies for
short texts include the authors of the text and each
word in the corpus(Hong and Davison, 2010b). The
data preprocessing step for LDA (Mehrotra, Sanner,
Buntine, and Xie, 2013) presents alternative tweet
clustering strategies to build pseudo documents.

A word network topic model is presented that
generates pseudo documents based on the network



of words used together in the network (Zuo, Zhao,
and Xu, 2016c). In (Zuo, Wu, Zhang, Lin, Wang,
Xu, and Xiong, 2016a), inferring topic distribution
from the high number of hidden pseudo documents
with a drastically reduced amount of these docu-
ments. WNTM (Zuo, Zhao, and Xu, 2016d) con-
structs a network based on how often certain words
appear, find word groups and distribute across word
topics, as opposed to documents. The model makes
the conceptual density in a dataset and creates topic
inference slightly sensitive to differences in text
length and how topics are spread out. Previous
studies showed that using fuzzy clustering for ex-
tracting topics from documents also improved the
performance for classification and clustering tasks
(Rashid et al., 2022).

An efficient topic model derived from the Dirich-
let Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model is called
GPU-DMM (Li, Duan, Wang, Zhang, Sun, and Ma,
2017). They use the extended Polya urn (GPU)
model for short texts, which uses auxiliary embed-
dings to get generic word semantic information
(Mahmoud, 2008). PTM (Zuo, Wu, Zhang, Lin,
Wang, Xu, and Xiong, 2016b) assumes that a sub-
stantial majority of text documents are produced
from a small number of frequent texts and that the
idea of a "pseudo document" is used to affirma-
tively group shorter text together in the presence of
sparse data without the necessity of further context.
TRNMF (Yi, Jiang, and Wu, 2020) topic model uti-
lizing regularized nonnegative matrix factorization
for short documents. Some methods (Gruber et al.,
2007) attempt to reduce the sparsity problem by
presuming that terms in all sentences interact with
the same topic. In addition, the findings of these
topic models are typically attained at the posterior
in topics, which makes the topic model susceptible
to overfitting (Blei et al., 2001).

Therefore, in this research, we presented a Dis-
tilBERTopic model that discovers the semantically
relevant quality topics and removes the sparsity is-
sue for short text, where probabilities of documents
and topics are defined. DistilBERTopic model used
the pre-trained transformer-based language models,
and before Density-based Spatial clustering, the
detrimental impact of high dimensionality is mini-
mized by singular value decomposition. DistilBER-
Topic model is compared with the state-of-the-art
short text topic models using real-world short text
document datasets. Experimental results show that
DistilBERTopic performs better than other models
in terms of topic coherence and classification.

2 Methodology

Consider a variety of Z short text containing vo-
cabulary of size V, which are denoted by X =
x1, x2, x3, ......., xV and K is the number of topics.
Dirichlet parameters are α and β.

2.1 Pre-processing

The text data probably contain a significant amount
of noise, including different word forms, stop
words, punctuation, and special characters. The
text data is converted to lowercase to eliminate
any potential confusion caused by word variances.
The text is first broken up into phrases, which are
subsequently tokenized into individual words. A
document is broken down into tokens. Stop words
are eliminated. Words are normalized by deploy-
ing Porter’s stemmer algorithm (Patil and Sandip,
2013; Porter, 1980), which culminates in eliminat-
ing inflectional endings for the words.

2.2 DistilBERT

DistilBERT (Sanh, Debut, Chaumond, and Wolf,
2019) is developed from BERT by applying knowl-
edge distillation (Kenton and Toutanova, 2019).
DistilBERT is a compact Bidirectional Encoder
Representation of BERT that preserves the BERT
comprehension capabilities by adopting a knowl-
edge distillation technique. The model is distilled
in very large batches through the use of dynamic
masking and with the assistance of the next sen-
tence prediction. In this context, masking and next
sentence prediction refer to the procedure in which
a word that is to be predicted is transformed to the
value ["MASK"] in the Masked Language model,
and the entire sequence is trained to predict that
specific word. The trained model aids in establish-
ing the context of words by attempting to identify
the meaning of a document. The implementation
comprises a loss function comprised of a distilla-
tion loss and a cosine embedding loss. To build a
more compact version of BERT, the architects of
DistilBERT eliminated token-type embeddings and
the pooler from the architecture and decreased the
number of layers by a factor of two. DistillBERT
is used to turn the documents into embeddings.

2.3 Singular Value Composition

The documents with related topics are clustered
together to discover the topics in these clusters.
The embedding dimensionality is reduced because
many clustering methods poorly handle high di-



mensionality. To reduce the negative effects of
higher dimensionality, we apply singular value de-
composition (SVD), a well-known technique for
reducing data dimension before clustering (Fodor,
2002).

2.4 Hierarchical Density-based Spatial
Clustering

The HDBSCAN (Hierarchical Density-based Spa-
tial Clustering) (Campello, Moulavi, and Sander,
2013) is used. HDBSCAN clustering technique
represents clusters and allows noise to be treated
as outliers. When dealing with noise and varied
cluster densities, HDBSCAN is used to discover
the dense regions of document vectors. The uti-
lization of HDBSCAN is motivated by the fact that
it produces only significant clusters and does not
cluster noise. Thus, compared to other clustering
algorithms, the quality of the clusters is high. The
interactive use of cluster selection epsilon, which
hierarchically mixes and separates clusters, allows
us to control the size of the clusters. This allows us
to discover more specific topics within a specific
cluster.

2.5 Probability of the Documents

The probability of Z documents j is calculated by
equation 1. Where n is the amount of data.

P (Zj) =

∑m
i=1 (Xi, Zj)∑m

i=1

∑n
j=1 (Xi, Zj)

(1)

2.6 Probability of the Documents to Topics

Equation 2 calculates the probability for documents
j with topics k.

P (Zj , Yk) = P (Yk|Zj)× P (Zj) (2)

Then, for each topic, the normalization probability
of documents in the topic is defined by equation 3.

P (Zj |Yk) =
P (Zj |Yk)∑n
j=1 P (Zj |Yk)

(3)

2.7 Probability of the Words in Documents

Equation 4 finds the probability of words in the
documents.

P (Xi|Zj) =
P (Xi|Zj)∑m
j=1 P (Xi|Zj)

(4)

Table 1: Dataset statistics

Datasets Labels Z X V

TMNews 7 32503 4.9 6347
Twitter 4 2520 5.0 1390

3 Experiments and Results

In this section, DistilBERTopic model is compared
with other state-of-the-art topics models. The clas-
sification and topic coherence results are given for
two real-world datasets TMNews and Twitter.

3.1 Datasets

TWNews and Twitter datasets are selected for the
experiments due to the diversity between datasets.
TWNews dataset is English news articles taken
from the RSS feeds of three prominent newspaper
websites1. The dataset comprises business, sports,
health, U.S., science technology, world, and enter-
tainment. We keep news descriptions because it is
often comprised of brief sentences.

The Twitter corpus contains categorized tweets2.
These tweets are assigned to one of four categories:
Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Twitter. Table 1
shows the statistics of the datasets.

3.2 Baseline Topic Models

We compared the presented DistilBERTopic model
with BTM (Cheng, Yan, Lan, and Guo, 2014),LF-
DMM (Nguyen, Billingsley, Du, and Johnson,
2015), WNTM (Zuo, Zhao, and Xu, 2016d), GPU-
DMM (Li, Duan, Wang, Zhang, Sun, and Ma,
2017), PTM (Zuo, Wu, Zhang, Lin, Wang, Xu, and
Xiong, 2016b) and TRNMF (Yi, Jiang, and Wu,
2020) over short text data. The topic models BTM,
WNTM, and GPU-DMM all use the same hyperpa-
rameter values of alpha = 50/K and beta = 0.01.
For WNTM, the sliding window length was set
at 10. As indicated by the authors, for LF-DMM,
we adjusted the parameters λ = 0.6, α = 0.1
and β = 0.01. We used the values of α = 0.1,
λ = 0.1, and β = 0.01, respectively, for PTM
and TRNMF. Therefore, in the evaluation of exper-
iments, α = 0.1, β = 0.01 and λ = 0.1 values
are set. The Gibbs sampling method is applied to
each model for a total of 1,000 iterations, with the

1(http://acube.di.unipi.it/tmn-dataset/), (nyt.com, usato-
day.com, reuters.com),

2(http://www.sananalytics.com/lab/index.php)



Table 2: Classification accuracy for TMNews and Twitter datasets with 30, 50 and 90 topics

Dataset Model K=30 K=50 K=90

BTM 0.626 0.526 0.395
LF-DMM 0.635 0.592 0.658
WNTM 0.705 0.691 0.701
GPU-DMM 0.424 0.364 0.336

TMNews PTM 0.443 0.310 0.296
TRNMF 0.763 0.735 0.646
DistilBERTopic 0.785 0.757 0.668

BTM 0.586 0.474 0.272
LF-DMM 0.183 0.234 0.241
WNTM 0.810 0.807 0.764
GPU-DMM 0.683 0.568 0.510

Twitter PTM 0.340 0.0.248 0.267
TRNMF 0.821 0.816 0.771
DistilBERTopic 0.842 0.837 0.792

Figure 1: Topic coherence with TMNews dataset with 5
topic words

number of latent topics set to 30, 50, and 90.

3.3 Classification

We represent each document using topic model-
ing by using P(Y|Z) for topic distribution. P(Y|Z)
means the probability of topics with the documents.
P(Y|Z) represents the probability of a given topic
appearing in a given set of documents. As a result,
the topic’s quality is efficiently assessed using text
classification accuracy. The high classification ac-
curacy shows that the topics are more discriminate
and comprehensive. We used Weka for the classifi-
cation with Naive Bayes. A 5-fold cross-validation
method is utilized to assess classification accuracy.
The classification accuracy for two datasets with
baseline topic models is shown in Table 2. In terms
of accuracy of classification across a diverse range
of topics, DistilBERTopic model performs signif-
icantly better than the other topic models. The

Figure 2: Topic coherence with Twitter dataset with 5
topic words

classification results showed that DistilBERTopic
performs better than several baseline topic models
for both datasets with 30, 50, and 90 topics.

3.4 Topic Coherence

Topic coherence is determined by the co-
occurrence of words in external corpora. It is re-
vealed that a correlation exists between topic coher-
ence and human judgments and that this correlation
has a high degree of generalizability. Topic coher-
ence numerous approaches have been presented
for the automatic assessment of individual topics
and the automatic evaluation of entire topic models
(Newman, Lau, Grieser, and Baldwin, 2010; Lau,
Newman, and Baldwin, 2014). We prefer to use the
CV approach (Röder, Both, and Hinneburg, 2015).
This consistency metric retrieves the co-occurrence
value counts of the specified words using a sliding
window. The normalized point-wise mutual infor-



mation calculates co-occurrence counts (NPMI)
(Bouma, 2009) between each top word. Equation 5
is used to calculate the NPMI score.Where, P (wi)
probability of encountering the word wi in any text
and P (wi, wj) probability of finding the words wi

and wj together in a randomized documents. The
most likely word sequence is x, 1,x, 2, x, 3, ...x,
with N as the total.

NPMI (xi, xj) =
N−1∑
j

log
P (xi,xj)

P (xi)P (xj)

−logP (xi, xj)
(5)

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the TWNews and Twit-
ter topic coherence outcomes of DistilBERTopic
model and all comparable topic models. We specif-
ically set T = 5 for the number of top words per
topic, K = 30, and 50 as the number of topics.

DistilBERTopic model outperforms and compet-
ing others baseline topic models on all two datasets,
whereas the WNTM model beats other models on
Twitter. Our proposed topic model gives a higher
performance in comparison to WNTM and LF-
DMM. PTM performs the best among baseline ap-
proaches on TWNews datasets, but BTM provides
the lowest coherence score. Despite poor prior re-
sults, GPU-DMM outperforms LF-DMM in terms
of topic coherence. GPU-DMM performs poorly
on TMnews, which may indicate that news descrip-
tions frequently encompass multiple topics. On the
other hand, GPU-DMM gives a fairly high score of
topic coherence for Twitter, which may mean that
titles in Twitter data hide rarer topics than news
descriptions. Overall, the DistilBERTopic model
achieved higher topic coherence results than other
baseline topic models.

4 Conclusion

Finding informative content is becoming more chal-
lenging as the volume of short texts available in-
creases. In the absence of context information,
the short text has sparseness issues. In this paper,
we presented the DistilBERTopic model, which
extracts semantically coherent topics from short
text and ameliorates the sparsity issue. The doc-
ument embedding is constructed with pre-trained
transformer-based language models and clustered
using Hierarchical Density-based Spatial Cluster-
ing. The singular value composition method re-
duced the higher dimensionality effect before clus-
tering. We conducted comprehensive experiments
on two short corpora of real-world short text data.

The experimental outcomes demonstrate that the
DistilBERTopic model is more effective and ef-
ficient than existing state-of-the-art topic models.
DistilBERTopic model achieved better classifica-
tion and topic coherence results. We will use other
word embedding methods with hierarchical and
partitioning clustering in the future.
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